MIIT Campus Police arrest 7
Tent City protestors charged with trespassing
Byv Niri S. Desai
The Campus Police arrested
seven protestors last night on
charges of trespassing in Lobby
7. The seven had refused to leave
MIT property after a demonstration against MIT's treatment of
"Tent City" - the group of
homeless people who occupied a
section of the MIT-owned Simplex site last fall.
The demonstration began in
the afternoon as about 50 people
-
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Campus Police arrest William Cavellini, head of the Simplex
Steering Committee, during last night's sit-in for the
homeless.

comprised

of the

homeless

and their supporters - gathered
in Lobby 7, after a march from
Harvard Square, to demand that
MIT make a commitment to finding permanent housing for the
displaced Tent City homeless.
After most of the demonstrators had left, a group of more
than a dozen vowed to remain
for the night and demanded that
President Paul E. Gray '54 meet
with them. They were told that

DEC, IBIM grant Athena extension
By Darrel Tarasewicz
Project Athena will continue to
receive support and funding for
the next three years from its two
major sponsors, International
Business Machines and the Digital Equipment Corporation, according to Steven R. Lerman '72,
director of Project Athena.
"DEC will maintain close to
the same support and funding
that it has been providing over
the past five years," said George
Champine, associate director of
Project Athena. Each year DEC
will provide approximately $5
million in hardware, five on-site
people at no cost, free maintenance, and $500,000 in unrestricted funds.
The $500,000 will be used
mainly for operating costs, Lerman said. "There are no specific
allocations. It goes to cover expenses ranging from secretary
salaries to buying paper," he
noted.
Charles Salisbury, IBM's liaison with Project Athena, was unavailable yesterday for comment
on the extension.
Fifty-five percent of the roughly $3 million budget goes to hardware support; 27 percent to cur-

riculurm development
and
hardware for faculty; 16 percent
to general software support and
the remainder to miscellaneous
items, Lerman said.
The way educational software
is funded will change over the
next three years, Lerman noted.
"In '83 and '84 the computer industries were experiencing incredible growth; thus they could
give us money to develop educational software," he said.
This growth resulted in a
spending peak of $2.5 million for
educational software between
1984 and 1986, Lerman said.
"Now it's much harder to find
this unrestricted funding," he
said. It was for this reason that
in 1987, funding for these programs was cut to $500,000, Lerman said.
Now Project Athena will work
together with professors to find
funding for specific projects, Lerman said. "In the past we could
just ask for funds, now we will
present specific project proposals
to hopeful sponsors," he said.
Champine felt that with the extension, Project Athena will meet
its primary goal of managing
workstations efficiently. "What

Frat alumni concerned
about lack of support
By Annabelle Boyd
MIT's independent living
groups need more support from
the Institute now than ever before, concluded a group of fraternity alumni studying the
problems confronting ILGs.
The absence of a fraternity advinor in the Office of the Doan
for Student Affairs, the poor
rush of last fall, and the problems of Back Bay fraternities
were among the issues addressed
by a meeting of the Alumni
Inter-Fraternity Council on
Tuesday evening.
MIT is not adequately addressing the needs of ILGs, according
to AIFC Chairman William C.
Noz '57. Noz expressed the
AIFC's desire for better communication with the administration.
"The MIT ILG system is having
trouble relating to a new faculty
and administration which are no
longer a product of the ILG system - an MIT administration
which is no longer composed of

[alumnij acutely tuned to the
ILG community," Noz said.
Associate Dean for Student
Affairs James R. Tewhey admitted that administrative relations with the ILGs could "be
improved." But he cited recent alcohol awareness programs aimed
at the ILGs and initiated by the
MIT administration as examples
of MIT's continuing support for
the ILGs. "These programs were
enthusiastically endorsed by the
MIT undergraduate ILGs," he
claimed.
Tewhey stated that MIT depended heavily upon the ILG system and could not be run without
it.
Eight individual alumni task
groups had previously been assigned to investigate in great detail the particular problems facing the 33 ILG's and the two
unhoused sororities atMIT.
"The overall consensus of the
task groups seems to be that the
(Please turn to page 11)

we hope to do is to coordinate
1000 to 1200 workstations as
easily as a single timesharing system," he noted.
The original suggestion for an
extension was offered by DEC
last Mar. 17, Champine said.
Throughout the entire time there
was a consensus opinion that the
extension would be approved, he
added.
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the release earlier this month of a
report written by the board's
hearing officer for the case, Vivian Bendix. In that report, Bendix found that MIT had violated
the August 1979 Removal Permit
Ordinance, which bars an owner
from removing houses from the
rental market without permission
from the city.
But the board ruled only that
MIT had broken the "full occuIV---
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Tent City homeless to
lose shelter Mar. 30
The Tent City protests began
in mid-October after a group of
homeless people began camping
out on an MIT-owned lot near
Central Square. They lived there
for a month, demanding that
MIT give them the land as well as
several adjacent houses. That
demonstration ended on Nov. 20
as Campus Police officers evicted
the group, arresting ten - including Guernsey and Penn - in
the process.
Four of those arrested in No-.
vember were subsequently found
innocent. Charges against the
others were dismissed by a Cambridge judge on the condition
that they perform community
service.
The Tent City homeless are
currently living in apartments
provided temporarily by landlord
Alex Steinbergh, through an arrangement with the city. But the
temporary shelter will only be
available until Mar. 30. After
that date, the Tent City residents
will once again be homeless, according to Stewart.
(Please turn to page 10)

pancy" part of the ordinance.
This part, which prohibits the vacancy of a controlled unit for
more than 120 days unless good
cause is shown, did not go into
effect untii October 1984. MiT's
refusal to rent the apartmental
units in the three houses prior to
the 1984 revision did not violate
the law, according to Board
Chairwoman Ellen M. Semonoff.
(Please turn to page 10)
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Goldman sets US skating record
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Alexis Photiades '91 finished
giant slalom event yesterday.

59th in the men's
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lowed the protestors to stay overnight the Institute would have to
"worry about them." He said
MiT could only be responsible
for its students, not outsiders.

IT broke law

City rent board says
By Mauricio Roman
MIT violated city rent control
laws by leaving three houses on
Blanche Street empty and uninhabitable over the past three
years, ruled the Cambridge Rent
Control by'a 3-2 vote Wednesday
night.
Seven.apartmental units in the.
three houses have been vacant
since 1979.
Wednesday's ruling followed-

Yvrc'alrr

and would be removed if necessary, according to Ronald P. Suduiko, MIT's special assistant for
governmental relations and community affairs.
At 5:50 pm, Campus Police
Chief Anne P. Glavin approached
the demonstrators and warned
that in ten minutes anyone who
did not have an MIT identification card would be arrested.
Eight of the protestors proceeded
to sit in a ring on the floor in defiance, singing "we shall not be
moved."
The police approached each
person individually, asking for an
MIT identification card before
arresting the person. The seven
people arrested were James Stewart, R. Stewart Guernsey, William Cavellini, Leah Stoner, Susan Haynie, Brian Masscotti, and
Staci Holden. The eighth protester, Steven D. Penn G, was not
arrested because he is an MIT
student.
Of those arrested, only Masscotti and Holden are homeless,
according to Penn.
The seven were given over to
the Cambridge Police for booking, and were all released before
9:00 pm.
"I wish they hadn't been arrested," said Associate Provost S.
Jay Keyser. But he added that the
protestors had a choice - "they
could have left," he noted.
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Photiades 59th

oPn giant slalom
By Andrew L. Fish
Jan Goldman '89 finished 11th
in the 3000 meter speed skating
event at the 1988 Winter Olympics in Calgary, Alberta, setting a
new US record. Goldman's record time of 4:25.26 was a personal best by more than a second. Yvonne. Vangennit of the
Netherlands won the race with a
time of 4:11.94.
Goldman will also be competing in the 1600 meter and 5000
miter Lthis w-eekndLu, bUt shle saiu
the 3000 meter-was her best
event. Goldman is hoping to set a
personal best in the 1600, which
is a middle distance event, and
feels she can place well in the
5000 meter race.
Goldman praised the conditions of the speed skating oval in
Calgary, which have allowed records to fall. She added that the
indoor arena made the competion fairer, as athletes aren't
hampered by wind conditions.
Meanwhile, Alexis Photiades
'91, a member of the Cyprus
team, finished 59th in the men's
giant slalom event yesterday. Of
(Please turn to page 16)
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Porn changes spark coZern
By Priyarnvada Natarajan
and Darrel Tarasewicz
The Faculty Policy Commnittee's recommended revisions in
the MIT Policy Statement on
Sexually Explicit Films drew a rebuke front Dean for Student
Affairs Shirley M. McBay and
provoked an intense discussion at
last night's Undergraduate
Association Council meeting.
The proposed changes would
loosen some aspects of the pornography volicy allowing sexually explicit films to be shown in
Kresge auditorium, limiting the
number of films that would have
to be screened, and reducing the
advance notification period from
six to three weeks.
But the revisions would also
extend the policy in living

groups, prohibiting the showing
of pornographic films in
dormitory common areas.
FPC Chairman Bernard J.
Freiden PhD '57 explained that
the Academic Council, which
consists of the president, the
deans of the various schools, and
several faculty members, would
have the final say and that "the
document was merely a proposal
of a general nature."
McBay disagreed with only restricting the types of films that
can be shown in lecture halls and
auditoriums during Residence/
Orientation week and on Registration Day. The previous policy
restricted unapproved films from
Kresge Auditorium throughout
the year.
'In light of MIT's new recruit-

z

ment efforts to attract more
women, a lot has to be done to
get rid of the 'male locker room'
image [at MIT]" and to provide a
supportive environment to incoming women, McBay said.
Loosening control over Lecture
Series Committee's ability to
show pornographic films in
Kresge auditorium is a step in the
wrong direction, she believed.
MucBay added that MIT's pornography policy is designed primarily to regulate the showing of
sexually explicit films by LSC.
The policy is not intended to
specify actions against individuals, she said. McBay believed
that the ODSA, not the COD,
should handle any complaints
about the showing of sexually
(Please Turn to page 13)
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VValker changes draw complaints
By Susan Seunag-Eun Lee
In a move that has angered
some student employees at Morss
Hall, Terry Hanley, the recently
hired manager of Walker Memorial Dining Service, has reduced
some student staff positions in
the dining hall.
Hanley eliminated approximately 23 of Morss Hall's 250
hours slated for Walker's 30 student employees, according to
Rodney P. Hess '88, student head
captain at Walker. Hanley has
given several responsibilites
which had been previously reserved for students - such as
cleaning tables and serving containers - to the permanent staff,
Hess said.
But Hanley said the hours were
cut because of the increased productivity of Walker's permanent
staff. He explained that he has
not increased the size of the permanent staff; instead, he has given regular workers significantly
greater job responsibilites.

Hess was skeptical of this
claim. "There's such an influx of
people - we don't know where
they're coming from," he said.
Hess also claimed that Hanley,
who left a similar position at
Tufts University for MIT in October, has little respect for the
current student staff and has not
communicated well with his student employees. "We had no say
in the reduced hours [this term],"
Hess said.
Stephen B. Douglas '88, head
captain at Walker's Pritchett
Lounge, agreed that communication between Hanley and
Walker's student staff has been
poor.
Pritchett, which used to be a
student-run operation under MIT
Food Services, now has a fulltime manager and a full-time
cashier, both brought in by
Hanley, Hess noted. Aithoug'll
the permanent staff at Pritchett is
paid more than the students, the
permanent staff is no more
.....

productive than students, he
added.
Hess complained that Hanley
does not view the student staff as
an autonomous unit, but rather
as "individuals to move around."
He said he wanted "a little more
delegation of power."
Hanley runs Walker with
tighter control than Walker's previous managers, Hess pointed
out. The new manager runs
Walker more like "a business and
less as an employment center for
students."
Hanley expects that relations
will become smoother later this
year, when business at Walker
drops as a result of the reopening of Lobdell in the Student Center. Walker is currently
accomodating more customers
than it was designed for; the atmosphere between management
and employees will become more
relaxed when there is less stress
on all Walker employees, Hanley
said.
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Nine killed in chopper crash

Panamanian president orders
rBi a

to

step down

In a nationally broadcast address, Panamanian President Eric Arturo Delvalle ordered Gen. Manuel Noriega
to leave his post, and announced Col. Marcos Justine as
the replacement. But Justine refused the job, and government radio has called on Panamanians to support Noriega. A colonel in the military said Devalle would go first,
before Noriega would step down from power.
Panama's legislative assembly met last night to discuss
the removal of Delvalle - apparently for demanding
Noriega's resignation. The political party that backs the
military holds a majority of seats in the assembly.
Delvalle said he had no alternative but to separate Noriega from his command. The Reagan administration had
been calling for Noriega's removal ever since his indictment in the United States on drug-related charges.
Richard Gregorie - the lead prosecutor in the Noriega
case - said that if Noriega leaves Panama, the Unlited
States would try to extradite him "like any other drug
dealer." He said there has been no consideration of dropping the charges.

Presidential study condemns

management of US embassy
A secret Presidential study of security at the US emnbassy In Moscow is pointing the blame all around for last
year's sex-for-secrets scandal. The report blasts the
American ambassador for his 'aloosf management" style
and calls working conditions at the embassy a "national
disgrace'. The report was submitted to the State Departmnent, which has refused to release it.

Shultz arrives in Middle E~ast
US Secretary of State George Shultz PhD) '49 arrived in
Israel yesterday, saying that the US objective in the Middle East is to protect Israel's security while helping Palestinians achieve their 'basic rights." Shultz wAl be in the
region for the next five deays to present US proposals to
Isrmelis and Arabs.
Shultz was greeted in Israel yesterday with reports of
two killings. Israeli soldiers killed an Ayab protestor after
demonstrators hurled stones, bottles, and chunks of concrete in a West Bank refugee camp. And a West Bank
hospital reported that a teenager was killed by soldiers in
another village.

Regan depositions released
chief of stalff
by former White*lHuseU
e9lpostifinins
Donald Regan about the Iran-contra scandal were made
public today. Regan said in the documents that administration officials were led to believe they had to keep dealing with Iran or American hostages could be killed. The
depositions were taken last summer by congressional investigators.

Swaggart sanctions considered
Leaders of the Assemblies of God Church did not expect a decision out of last night's meeting on evangelist
Jimmy Swaggart. The group is considering whether to
strengthen its sanctions against Swaggart, who admitted
to committing sin amid reports that he had been seen with
a prostitute. The current sanctions - including barring
Swaggart from the pulpit for three months - have been
denounced by some members of the denomination as too
lenient.

US economic growth continues
The US economy expanded at a 4.5 percent annual rate
in the last quarter of last year -the fastest pace in two
years - according to the government. Some analysts,
upon hearing the news, have retracted their predictions
for a recession this year.

Meese denies knowledge of Pentagon
plan to protect Iraqi pipline
Lawyers for Attorney General Edwin Meese denied yesterday that Meese knew about a plan to use Pentagon
money to protect the proposed Iraqi pipeline from attacks
by Israel. Earlier yesterday The Washingtont Post reported
on the plan and said that there were indications that
Meese supported the plan and that late CIA Director William Casey endorsed it.

Robertson stands by hostage claim
GOP presidential candidate Pat Robertson says he can't
believe the "flap" over a comment he made yesterday.
Robertson said his Christian Broadcasting Neltwork in
1985 did give the Reagan Administration the location of
American hostages in the Mideast. At his news conference
last night, Reagan questioned Rtobertson's contentions.
Today, Robertson said the State Departmenlt might not
have passed the hostage information to Reagan.

Nine soldiers were killed and eight seriously burned
when an army helicopter burned and crashed yesterday
afternoon near Chico, TX. One of the surviving soldiers
reported said a fire broke out in the back of the helicopter
before it crashed into a pasture. A farmer said he saw the
chopper skid before breaking apart in flames.

Dtole fires two campaign aides
Two top strategists for presidential candidate Bob Dole
(R-KS) were fired yesterday. Campaign manager Bill
Brock said it's the result of "trying to tighten up on resources."

Wrigley field to get lights
It appears the 72-year-old tradition of daytime-only
baseball at Wrigley field is ending. The Chicago City
Council voted last night in favor of adding lights to the
ball park. The club owner, the Tribune Company, has
threatened to move the team if night games are not allowed.
Many fans in the neighborhood around the park don't
want the night games because they fear rowdy crowds and
parking problems. Wrigley Field sits in the middle of a
north Chicago residential area - mostly apartment cornm
plexes.

Phoenix Suns make two trades
The Phoenix Suns are rebuilding. Thursday night they
traded guard Jay Humphries to Milwalkee for guard
Craig Hodges. Before that they dealt forwards Larry
Nance and Mike Sanders to Cleveland for center Mark
West, forward Tyrone Co)rbin, anrd guard Kevin Johnson.
Four future draft picks also changed hands in that deal.
Chicago and Seattle also made a trade - swapping
Bulls guard Sedale Threatt for the Supersonics' Sam Vinernt.

Thomas moves into lead
Debi Thomas has moved into first place in women's figure skating at the Winter Olympics in Calgary. The Californian stands just ahaed of reigning world and Olympic
champion Katarina Witt after last night's short program,
setting up a gold medal duel for Saturday night at the
Saddledome.

European stuldy finds AZT
effective against AIDS
The anti-AIDS drug AZT is apparently effective ill reducing levels of the virus in those who have AIDS-virus
infections but no symptoms of the disease, according to a
study in the Brilish Medical journal The Lanacet. The findings are based on successful results involving AZT onE 13
of 18 carriers of the virus. The director of AIDS testing at
the National Cancer Institute said yesterday that an
American study of the drug needs to proceed "urgently"'
before doctors give otherwise healthy AIDS-virus carriers
AZT, which can have dangerous side-effects.

DEukakis warns Gephardt on attacks
Michael Dukakis is warning fellow D~emocratic presidential candidate Richard Gephardt against turning the
campaign negative. In Boca Ratonl, FL, yesterday, Duka-

kis said he won't stand

Ofo

Gephardt's attacks. Gephardt

denies his campaign is negative, and says he is only outlining the differences on issues and experience.

Government breaks cocaine ring
Federal agents arrested four people yesterday in what
they say was a massive cocaine conspiracy. Assistant US
Attorney James Leavey said a wiretap at the home of 64year-old Edward D'Alessio led authorities to make the arrests yesterday. D'Alessio and three others were charged
with conspiracy to distribute five kilograms of cocaine.
They face a mandatory ten-year minimum prison termn if
they are convicted.

Thomas - who began the evening in second place after
the opening compulsories - grabbed the overall lead even
though Witt won the short program.
Canadian Elizabeth Manley is third overall and in good
position for a medal.

Four-way tie in LA Open
There is a four-way tie for the lead after the opening
round of the Los Angeles Open Golf tournament. Chip
Beck, Japan's Jumbo Ozaki, Jay Haas, and Dan Pohl all
opened with a 6-under-par 65. Thirteen other golfers are
within two shots of the leaders.
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The Massachusetts House Ways and Means Committee
yesterday approved a new version of a universal healthcare bill that Governor Michael Dukakis has been seeking
for months. The latest approach exempts businesses from
paying an additional tax to assure health insurance coverage. Thel measure would require all other employers to
provide health insurance by 1992. It also offers additional
benefits to hospitals. The governor hailed the committee
action in a statement released from the campaign trail in
the South. The House had rejected a version approved by
the Senate late in the last legisalative session. House
Democratic leaders estimate the pending proposal will
cost the state $125 million dollars the first year and $342
million by the fourth year.
"Murray, you lake the Smith's house. Clyde knocks
over the Thompson's place. Burt, you hit the Davis
house. As for me, I'11 ask a lot of questions so the
A ') orhood watch meeting runs overtime."

9

This weekend will be an interesting one as a low
now located northwest of the Great Lakes drops
southeastward to the Mid-Atlantic states Saturday
and then heads to the Northeast. Conditions aloft
suggest that the low will slow down as it deepens
east and southeast of New England. With plenty of
cold air at all levels and abundant moisture from
the Atlantic, this situation has the potential to
in, ;h
produc a Prolvnonged Period Of' Slw
Cambridge area. At this time it appears as though
most areas will receive light to moderate snowfall
with the Cape receiving the heaviest precipitation.
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Today: Party sunny. Winds light, High 34'F (274
K).
Tonight: Becoming mostly cloudy. Winds eastsoutheast at 10-15 mph (16-24 kph).
Saturday: Cloudy with light snow developing during
the afternoon - becoming steadier and heavier
towards evening. Winds shifting to northeast 10
20 mph (16-32 kph). High 32-36°F (273-275 M).
Low 25-28"F (2659-271 K).
Sunday. Cloudy with snow likely, especially during
the morning. High 30-33 'F (272-274 X). Low 2226°F (268-270 K).
Forecast by Michael C. Morgan
Compiled by Robert Adams
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Column/Susan Seunq-eun Lee
and Lisa Lee

Students not tolerant
of professor's accent
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It's 2:12 pm in 10-250. The
Calculus (18.02) professor has
eased into his lecture and is busy
up at the blackboard. Suddenly,
around six or seven male students
burst in, arresting the lecture.
Without acknowledging the
professor's presence, they call out
a girl's name. After finding and
surrounding her, they start singing "Baby Face." And singing.
And singing. After several minutes of this, the professor tells
them to stop. They ignore him
and keep on singing. The professor finally gets them to leave,
while students clap the singers'
way out.
The upset professor berates the
class. He says we, the students,

Column/Mark E. McDowell

New food is real Pain

Some things never change at
MIT. There will always be people
lurking in the dark hallways of
the Institute late at night; there
will always be scratchy black and
white physics films; and there will
always be ugly pieces of modern
art around the campus. But,
there are some things that have
changed dramatically in the past
four years. The Coop is a good
example, as Professor Hal Abelson so delicately demonstrated in
a letter earlier this week. Another
good example in institute food.
Not dorm food, or Pritchett, but
the food that is available from
vendors around campus.
A few years ago, the choices
were much simpler. You could get
a pretzel from the pretzel man.
You could get a shwarma from
the Middle East wagon (they've
called it a "lamb-kabob" ever
since they heard someone singing
"Mary had a little shwarma"). Or
you could take your chances with
the Blue Goose. But now we have
vendors galore, including everyone's favorite chiliogists, Cafe
13, Hallway 12, and Deserted
Wagon 16. These places have a
distinctly MIT flavor, often sacrificing appearance for quality and
availability. The prices are a little
high, especially at primenumbered cafes where the markup is almost 200 percent over
Bruegger's Bagel Bakery, where
some of the food is purchased.
And yet, MIT students are happy
and well-fed for the most part.
On the other hand, consider
Kendall Square. What happened
there anyway? There used to be a
wonderful greasy spoon called
the F&T Diner. The F&T is gone
now, for some reason. A few
people think they were bought
out during Kendall Square's re-

I -- - - I II
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cent facelift. My opinion is that
people started to avoid the F&T
when they realized that it was actually named the FAT Diner.
Poor choice. But I miss the F&T,
the rude waitresses, and the
abundant food. Instead we now
have, not one, but two of our
very own Au Bon Pain-in-theNecks. This is a distinctly Hahvahd Square restaurant, where
Vivaldi, fake French accents and
berets are standard issue. What's
the Pain doing in MIT Square,
and why pray tell do we have two
of them? The problems is, I
suppose, that croissauuun taste
pretty good, even if you don't
happen to be a francophile.
Times are changing, but pleasantly so. I can still lurk around
MIT late at night, only now I can
munch on a baguette. I can
watch glitchy physics movies and
smear orange chili on my face at
the same time. And I can admire
the great abstract mysteries in
Killian Court and pensively chew
my morning fresh bagel.
Mark E. McDowell, a senior in
the Department of ElectricalEngineering and Computer Science,
is a columnistfor The Tech.
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pay $50 or $60 to hear him lecture, which is more expensive
than tickets to a Celtics game or
an opera. He spends five to six
hours preparing for every lecture.
"There's no glamor in teaching
-there
is no reward for good
teaching and there is no penalty
for bad teaching. But I want to
give you a good lecture and give
you your money's worth."
Evidently, he is trying his best
to give a good lecture. And yet,
there is unusually loud whispering during lecture, even outright
talking. Class takes longer to
start because the professor has to
get everyone's attention. Last
week a paper airplane was
thrown. But most disturbing,
there is the mocking of the
professor's Asian accent. If there
is a stammered, mnispronounced,
or accented word, the word immediately is echoed gleefully
around the classroom accompanied with derisive laughter and
remarks. In our cormnpetitive society, we have grown to rip apart
those we think are weaker in order to elevate ourown selves. It
is a survival instinct to protect
ourselves from something different and potentially harmful. But
in this case, we have arn earnest
man who works hard to teach
18.02.
This attitude is particularly disturbing since it occurs at MIT. It
is shocking in a university where
there is such a large percentage
of minorities that such an intolerant attitude exists. In the end, it
is only self-destructive. By paying
more attention to the way a lecture is presented, rather than to
its content, one defeats the whole
purpose of being in lecture.
This attitude has serious implications of ourselves and our society. You might think, "Oh, I really do have a broad mind, I was
just going along with everyone
else." If everyone says this, then
who is to blame?
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COD should have punished Penn and Fernandez for disruption
of consideration, common sense,
or respect on the part of Penn,
a copy of this letter sent to Pro- Fernandez, and the other protesfessor Paul C Joss, chairman of tors. By no means do I feel that
the Committee on Discipline.)
the right to protest people, ideas,
or institutions should be unduly
Mr. Joss:
restricted, but I do believe that
The recent decision by the the rule concerning "the disrupCommittee on Discipline not to tion of a school assembly" was
punish Steven D. Penn G and
instituted for circumstances such
Stephen P. Fernandez '87 for dis- as these.
rupting last year's commenceIt is one thing to protest with
ment appalled me. Not only did marches, pickets, and petitions;
the decision undermine the au- it is altogether another issue to
thority of the Campus Police, but cause a rude noise disturbance
it made a mockery of the numer- and infringe on the rights of othous complaints of both parents
er students and their parents who
and students alike who attended
are both receiving the rewards of
the ceremony.
years of hard work and thouI received my degree at last sands of dollars. My family travyear's commencement, and was
eled 1000 miles each way to be at
furious at the contempt and lack the commencement, only to have
(Editor's note: The Tech received
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negated by the weak punishment
Penn, Fernandez, and their cohorts disrupt the address of
of offenders. The Campus Police
have always treated students with
President Paul E. Gray '54.
One would expect that Penn respect, and after four years of
and Fernandez would at least re- exposure to them, they are, in my
spect the wishes of their fellow opinion, one of the finest, most
students to have a magnificent
reasonable campus police forces
ceremony, marking one of the
at any major urban school. The
decision to arrest and/or press
greatest educational accomplishcharges is not an easy one to
ments anyone could ask for: an
MIT degree. For this reason
make, and I believe that the
Campus Police are educated and
alone, I believe that the whistle
blowers should be ashamed of
trained to make such decisions
justly.
their actions. Since they show no
such remorse, the least the COD I The reason stated for the dqismissal of the charges against
could do is punish them.
The Committee on Discipline's
Penn and Fernandez was that
they were singled out from the
decision also undermines the authority of the Campus Police in
crowd for punishment. This deenforcing the school rules. Time
fense is flawed. Just because all
and time again, the actions taken
the criminals in a bank heist canby the Campus Police have been
not be identified, it does not stop
the police from arresting those
they know. It makes no difference
if they were the only thieves
jailed; they were the ones who
had criminal records and could
be identified through fingerprints.
In parallel, since Penn and
Fernandez choose to be the
spokesmen for every cause from
the homeless, to South Africa, to
the food workers, they are highly
visible and easily identifiable to
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school authorities. If they then
infringe on school rules, they can
expect to be identified and punished accordingly. Releasing two
members of a lynching mob because you can't identify the entire
mob is absurd. If you could only
identify five of ten, could they
claim they were singled out?
When do you draw the line? The
Campus Police handled the problem correctly when, according to
Chief Anne P. Glavin, they
"charged the ones that caused the
most disruption."
Why then, didn't the COD
support the Campus Police with
some solid disciplinary action
against those who disrupted a
commencement ceremony and
ruined what might have otherwise
been a day to fondly remember?
I personally will never be able to
forgive those who showed the
Class of 1987 such callous disrespect last May. I do hope, however, that in the future, if students
wish to exercise their right to
protest, they at least think first
who they will harm with their
selfish acts perpetrated in the
name of what are often worthy
causes.
Eric B. Koefoot '87
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It's timne for
a nice warm rug.
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Technical Writers and Trainers
Join the Leaders in Real-Time Expert Systems

CRIMSON TRAVEL
o N

Gensym is developing 62, a real-time expert system for on-line, intelligent
monitoring and control of large, complex systems. We are seeking talented people to
assist us in advancing this technology. We offer challenging, creative work, a
competitive salary, an excellent office environment, state of the art computing
facilities, and the opportunity to share in the growth of a new company. We are
conveniently located near the Alewife T station in Cambridge.

Absolutel)
Positivel

Our technical writers develop user's manuals, data sheets, and other product
literature using desktop publishing software on a network of Macintosh computers.
Candidates must have the following:

WIANT THE
LO WEST

AIRFARE!

I

® excellent writing and editing skills
® demonstrated ability to plan and write user's manuals
· ability to understand complex systems and to translate that understanding
into clear and simple instruction
® ability to communicate effectively with software engineers

CRIMSONis the only agency in Harvard
Square with 3 major airlines' computers
on-premise.
American Airlines' SABRE, TWA's PARS &
United's APOLLO reservations systems
assure you of up-to-the-minute
availability and the lowest air
fares possible.
CRiMSfi$ON has its own computerized
"cheap-fare search program."

In addition, a background in the following areas would be helpful: expert systems,
computer scienceop Peinrinino
nA APclskton
kr ____

for all airlines and there is NO EXTRA
CHARGE when you pick up your tickets
at CRIMO$ON!

Call 868-2600

phones attended 7 days a week
neaarapRspsa·asp-·--
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Please send resume and writing samples to:

39 John F. Kennedy St. (Harvard Sq.)
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systems, computer science, mathematics, and Common Lisp.

Make your reservations and
pick up tickets at

CRIIMSON TRAVEL

L
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Our technical trainers teach engineers and computer scientists how to use G2 to
develop real-time expert systems. Trainers also prepare course materials and
documentation. Candidates must have the following: excellent communication skills,
teaching and course development experience, and a background in engineering. In
addition, experience in the following areas would be helpful: process control, expert

CRIMSON is an official authorized agent
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Mark Allen, Director of
Documentation and Training
Gensym Corporation
125 CambridgePark Drive
Cambridge, MA 02140
-

Gensyn
Real-Time Expert Systems
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Wilson's Quartet rewardsstudy, but overtaxes the casual viewer
QUARTET
Written by Heiner Miller.
Directed by Robert Wilson.
Music by Martin Pearlman.
At the A.R. T through March 6.
By JULIAN WEST
UARTET, IN THIS INSTANCE, does

not refer to a group of four
people. There are only two ac-

tors in Heiner Miller's play;
_ Robert Wilson has added thnree
more who mutely observe the proceedings
and occasionally participate.
The two characters, an aging rou& and
his former lover, and equally dissolute seductress, are two strings of the quartet.
They are the hunters; the other two are
their prey, the instruments of their desire.
The image, and its musical overtones,
are not lost on Wilson. His stark and
shocking staging takes place on a simple
grey square akin to a gladiatorial arena.
Like boxers, the antagonists square offin
opposite corners, the male dominated by a
towering chair, the female by a divan.
From these platonic types of maleness and
femininity, the two living archetypes rise to
do battle.

Lucinda Childs and Bill Moor

Equidistant between them, a diagonal
bisects the square, drawing attention to
the unoccupied corners. Wilson does not
push the metaphor to the point of placing
the prey in the corners, but the image of
the two eternal triangles is pursued. The
emptiness of the stage echoes the starkness
of the text.
By production's end, the stalls seem as
barren as the stage. One patron left from
just in front of me, a couple left from the
row behind. and finally half a dozen
tripped over -rm.e in a rush for the exit. At
some points, theatergoers were streaming
out like lemmings.
But whether they are offended, outraged, bored. or simply overwhelmed is
impossible to tell. Certainly there is much
to upset the weak-stomached auditor. Provocative dress, actions, and lines flourish.
The slow pace may get to people, but most
likely they are simply out of their depth.
This is not a production which has much
to offer to the casual audience.
Wilson's production is barely a work of
theater; it more closely resembles a staged
painting. It is based on an eighteenth century French novel, Les Liaisons dangereuses by Choderlos de Laclos, but this
does not mean that the plot has been preserved. All that is recognizable from the
original are the two main characters, now
etched with a searing intensity, and some
of the situations, perverted by their
subjective descriptions.
If there is a major artistic difficulty in
Wilson's production, it is that Miiller's
short and intensely distilled text has been
rendered choppy and episodic by the intrusive gaps between scenes. This is not one
painting, but an exhibition, rather like
Wilson's Knee Plays, and if an overall impression is formed the dramatic action is
not sustained.
It is an irony, perhaps a deliberate one,
that the production is based on an epistolary novel which was nevertheless uniquely
fluid. All that remains of Laclos' intricate
and interweaving plots are eight scenes, in
which the woman, the Marquise de
Merteuil and the man, the Vicomte de

Jennifer Rohn and Bill Moor in Quartet
the older generation, and Jeremy Geidt inValmont, portray the other characters.
carnates their distress. An old man unable
They also frequently adopt each other's
personae to extend their voyeuristic plea- to restrain his daughter or satisfy his wife,
he has been exposed as an old fool, and
sure to new heights of polymorphous
about the stage in the realization
dodders
perversion.
is laughing at him. None of
the
world
that
The actors, who serve as mere brushstrokes in Wilson's composition, would this is in the text. It is in Geidt's walk
scarcely deserve mention were they not alone.
Unfortunately, little of Quartet's prooutstanding. Lucinda Childs and Bill
foundly
disturbing vision will be clear to
and
are
diabolical
as
Merteuil
Moor
Valmont, accomplished polymorphs as most in attendance. The text is thick and
inaccessible, and the staging only heightwell as obliging canvasses for Wilson's
ens its impenetrability. It casts a revealing
direction.
light on Les Liaisons, but if one sets out
nearly
But the three extra characters
steal several scenes. Jennifer Rohn, who to read the book in order to appreciate the
has worked extensively with Wilson, plays production, one is putting the cart before
the horse.
the young virgin fresh from the convent,
Those who have had the benefit of
entry
into
her
contemplating
droolingly
the world. She grins maniacally at the au- studying the novel will be captivated by
dience as across a dinner table, bobbing the play. If not, you might enjoy some of
her head relentlessly as she anticipates and the acting, or marvel at the precision of
invites her companion's first move. Her the lighting, or listen to Martin Pearlman's
portrayal carries Laclos' subversion of the music, which continues the subversion of
the era by its dark side.
virginal character to the limit.
If none of these things is sufficient to
That this potentiality lurks in their
divert you, it will be a long evening.
convent-bred daughters must be a shock to

Some of the participants:
ADT Books
Advanced NMR Systems, Inc.
Biogen, Inc.
Boston Museum of Science
Caliber Associates
Cambridge Institute for
Information Systems
Committee for
Responsible Genetics
Energy Systems Research
Group, Inc.
Greenpeace
High Technology Professionals
for Peace
Hypothesis Two, Inc.

IDX
Infocorn
Kenton Systems Corporation
Massachusetts Budget Bureau
Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Management
National Braille Press
New England Biolabs
Peace Corps
Public Interest Research Groups
SANE, Inc.
Tekscan, Inc.
Union of Concerned Scientists
Xenergy, Inc.

® Small, non-defense oriented, high technology companies with creative business concerns.
* Nonprofit organizations, including foundations and public interest groups.
· State and federal governmental agencies with technological and scientific concerns.
· Consultants and other self-employed professionals, particularly those with innovative approaches to
technology, the environment, or management.
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Friday, 26 February, 1988
10 am - 3 pm
Lobby 13
Workshops:
I lam

- 12pm

"Bringing Your Conscience to Work'
"What is Public Interest Science"
"Careers in Science Journalism"

12pm - Ipm
lpm - 2pm

(Room 4-153)
(Room 8-105)
(Room 13-1143)

Sponsored by MIT Student Pugwash, The MIT Office of Career Services and Preprofessional Advising, High
Technology Professionals for Peace, with the assistance of the Office of the Provost, the Office of the President,
the MIT Alumni Association, and the Undergraduate Association Finance Board.
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Phoenix fills the Cube with
vocal and computer creativity
ELECTRIC PHOENIX

trol. Dressed in all-white, they made a
striking display against the stark black of
The Cube's walls, as they blasted off with
The Dream of the Other Dreamers by
Neely Bruce.
Suddenly perfect polyphony surrounded
one and all, pleasing reverberations cir-

Judith Rees, Meriel Dickinson,
Daryl Runswick and Terry Edwards.
In a program of unusual works for
voice and computer.
The Cube, MIT Wiesner Building E15,
Februarv 24 and 25.

cling through the air, a poetic lyricism ex-

By JONATHAN RICHMOND
OR THE FIRST TIME,

this week, the

particular qualities of The Cube
were really exploited, in a dazzling
display of vocal virtuosity and
computer creativity. The British group
Electric Phoenix - descended believe-itor-not from The Swingles, but now playing an entirerely different tune - were in
town, and their combination of originality
and musicality made their performance a

very special one.
A prelude preceded the arrival of the
Phoenix themselves. Ogni pensiero vola by
Frances White had a mystic touch to it,
and it's development of speech-like sounds
until they emerge as words was clever. The
use of space in Trevor Wishart's Fox 5 was
exciting: the music took on a physical
characteristic diving from on high to
attack the audience below.
The clarity and precision of each voice
in the Phoenix was striking, and especially
impressive was the tight coordination between the singers and their absolute con-

pansivesy evoking whitman;s world
"where all of humanity is peacefully
united in sleep."
For the Phoenix concert, loudspeakers
were placed on the walkway above, and a
special ambisonic sound projection system
ensured that the listener got the full intended effect wherever seated. -The result
was far better than is achieved by the
Media Lab's usual set up, and investment
in a permanent set-up of this sort would
be a good investment for The Cube.
The system was particularly good at
highlighting the feeling of movement
through space in Daryl Runswick's I Sing
the Body Electric, a hugely inventive work
of three movements. In the first movement
singers rotate between the foreground and
a background babble effect, creating a
pendulum effect in the rhythmic swings of
the music.
In the second movement, multiphonic
effects are produced by singing vocal harmonics through a ring-modulator linked to
a chorus-echo, creating rich, many-layered

Scene Night, featuring selections from contemporary and classical
plays, is presented by the MIT Shakespeare Ensemble tonight and
tomorrow night at 8 pm in Room 10-250.
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textures. This technique is extended to exhilerating proportions in the finale, which
was performed flawlessly by all members
of the quartet.
Terry Edwards sang Dr. Stone's Aria
from Tod Machover's Valis next with his
full bass voice, accompanied by a ghost
pianist. It was suggested that Emma
Stephenson couldn't be present to play for
the concert, but one suspects that the
Media Lab people really wanted to show
off their computerized Bbsendorfer as it
replayed the recording she had made a few
days ago. It did so with such aplomb that
it was well worth the experiment, although
it didn't quite know how to take a bow
when Edwards motioned for it to join in
acknowledging the applause.
Machover's Famine, based on a text
written with Rose Moth, a South African
living in Cambridge, ended the first half. It
is in many ways a terrifying work with its
amplified mouth sounds, its suggestion of
chaos and despair and its cataclysmic ending. Its brilliance was fully developed by
incisive singing from the Phoenix of its
horribly difficult notes and sounds.
Wishart's ['ox 2 brought all sorts of animal sounds and extraordinary sound effects to The Cube, but the hit of an evening where nothing was less than
astonishing was clearly David Bedford's
Gere Curam Mei Finis, which followed
suit. The piece uses a text by Kenneth
Patchen in which dreamlike, idyllic visions
dissolve into nightmares:
I put out my hand to her and touched
something that felt like thick water.
Striking a match, / saw a fat man

Electric Phoenix
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The Shakespeare Ensemble presents:
WHY PAY $65?
RESUMES $30 TYPESET

RE
SHA KESPEA
WAS AN ALIEN!

My Type, Inc. - 1075 Mass. Ave., Camb.
(between Bowl+Board and Dolphin Seafood)

661-TYPE 9-5 Mon.-Sat.
Other typesetting at Comparable Rates

I

Over 50 typefaces - No minimum
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STANLEY H.KAPLAf EDUCAiONAL CENTER LTD.

There's still time to prepare
for the April exam.
Call now. 868-TEST
_

Artist's rendition of the "space bard."

from works by William Shakespeare,
Bertolt
Brecht,
Henrik
Ibsen,

I

Eugene ionesco, Harold Pinter,
Tennessee Williams, Tom Stoppard,

Woody Allen, and Beth Henley
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YOUR RIBBON HEADQUARTERS

Feb. 25-27
at 8 pm
in 10-250

the best in the field. Call!

gg

Magnavox Videowriter'
Smith Corona PWP 6
Smith Corona PWP 14
Brother WP 500
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o page 22)
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A harmonizer enables the singers to sing
two or three note chords: the four singers
together can therefore produce 12 note
chords. The final section is the most staggering, a chromatic slow chord progression from Mozart's Requiem approaching
from the distance. The remarkable fact
was that the Mozart seernd to be absolutely at home in this context, the old and the
modern combining to spiritual and moving
effect.
Phoenix singing surmounted the intense
demands of this work, making transitions
between moods and themes flow with disarming naturalness and leaving the
audience in a state of euphoria.
Madrigals by William Brooks draws together a wide range of styles with what the
program note describes as "reinforced harmonics, multiphonics, ingressive singing,
glottal tremolandi, and a broad spectrum
of other unconventional sounds." Possibly
the very British voice of tenor Daryl
Runswick putting on a thick Southern
black accent for the last madrigal, "'Down
on de Mississippi floating" was just a bit
too much to take, but the piece abounded
in surprise and was brought off skillfully.
Tod Machover's Valis, for which two
roles were created for members of Electric
Phoenix, is to be performed in Boston
next year. It will be something to look
forward to.

WORD PROCESSORS

Sez stupefied student:
"I was stunned! "
I

Get a healthy MCAT score
by taking a test prep course
with Stanley H. Kaplan. Our
educational review and
test-taking techniques are

with a little round black hole in his
head. ..
She smiled when she saw me. I
stretchedout rny arms to her, but she
turned quickly and the house grew
dark.

SALES · REPAIRS · RENTALS · SUPPLIES

an evening of scenes
INTENSIVE CARE
FOR TEST-TAKERS.
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The Tecb Performing Arts Seies presents...

ENGLISH CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA
I

I

SPANISH DANCE

I

Andras Schiff will be soloist for Beethoven's Piano Concerto No. 4, in a
program which also includes Mozart's Symphony No. 41, Jupiter," and
Metamorpbosen for 23 solo strings by Strauss. Jeffrey Tate will conduct.
Symphony Hall, Feb. 28 at 8pm. MITprice: $5.

Claudio Abado will lead the Chamber Orchestra of Europe
in works by Schubert, Schumann, Ives and Stravinsky.
Symphony Hall, March 4 at 8pm. MIT price $5.

HANDEL & HAYDN

The Ramon de Los Reyes Spanish Dance Theatre will present a
program entitled "Bravo Flamenlco/Samba Brazil,"
featuring new choreography by de Los Reyes to Ravel's Bolero
and Afro-Brazilian dance, music
..
nd theater
John Hancock Hall, Boston. March 4 & 5 at 8prm. MIT price: $5.

12... ..il!. direct the Man.el.
Haydn Chamber Chorus and
Period Orchestra in an all-Bach program to include the
Brandenburg Concerto No. 6, Cantata No. 106 and other works.
Old West Church, Boston. March 3 at 8pm. MIT price: $5.

,.,,.

I

PRO ARTE
The Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra will present a performance by four
sibling violinists - Kristina, Elsa, Eric and Jenny Lind Nilsson in Vivaldi's Concerto for Four Violins and (three of them in)
Bach's Concerto for Three Violins. Randall Hodgkinson
will also perform Mozart's Piano Concerto No. 25.
Sanders Theatre, March 13 at 8pm. MIT price: $6.

SINFONOVA

1

CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
OF EUROPE

SinfoNova, is an extraordinary chamber orchestra, and their Mozart is
especially divine. So don't miss their 5th anniversary concert also to be given in New York's Carnegie Hall- in which
Anthony di Bonaventura will perform Mozart's Piano Concerto No. 14.
Also on the imaginative program chosen by conductor
Aram Gharabekian is the world premiere of
Adagio in Memory of Aram Kbachaturian by Soviet Armenian composer
Edward Mirzoyan, Rossini's Stingt Sonata No. 6, Pirt's Cantus
in Memory of Benjamin Britten and Mahler's orchestration of Schubert's
Death and the Maiden. Jordan Hall, March 4 at 8pm. MIT price: $3.

[

MUSICA VIVA

The Boston Musica Viva will give a program entitled "Jazz Accents,"
which includes the US premiere of War Play by
Kurt Weill/David Drew, a work which resets Weill's incidental music
written for the 1936 production of Paul Greene's play
]ohhny Johnson. Jordan Hall, March 18 at 8pm. MITprice: $4.50.
Tickets are on sale at the Tecbnology Community Association,
W520450 in the Student Center. Offce hours posted on the door.
Call x34885 for further information.
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AND GET GREAT,
BENEFITS TOO! '

Contemporary
Elegance

a

Medical Insurance, dental insurance, top
wages in the area and more! You owe it
to yourself to investigate these great
employment opportunities at Legal Sea
Foods today.

Fine Wine Selections

* WAIT STAFF
Full time only - experience necessary

* HOST f HOSTESSES
FUll time & Part time day openings

* TAKE OUT COUNTER

_II

Full time day openings

782 Main Street Cambridge. MA

(617) 661-1660

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Openings exist at all locations.
For an interview, please apply in person
iVonday - Friday, 2:30 pm - 4:00 pm at
Legal Sea Foods, 33 Everett Street,
Allston, MA
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Crisp, precise Baroqueprogram
by the BrandenburgEnsemble
Keyboard and Orchestra in E. While

BRANDENBURG ENSEMBLE

Serkin is clearly a talented musician in his
own right, he seemed to have some difficulties performing with a chamber ensemble. There were moments when he played
too timidly, and did not bring out appropriate keyboard passages. His performance also seemed to lack the clarity and
crispness generally characteristic of
Baroque music.

Alexander Schneider, Conductor.
Event in The Tech PerformingArts Series.
Symphony Hall, February21.
By JULIE CHANG
HE BRANDENBURG ENSEMBLE,

by Alexander
conducted
Schneider, gave a brilliant performance Sunday afternoon, playing
.a lk,'-ch.oae
flll-Baoq,,, mrusical program. As a chamber group, the musicians
demonstrated an excellent sense of balance
and effective range of color.
The program began with Vivaldi's

Handel's Concerto Grosso in G minor,
Op. 6,

Sinfonia in B Minor, 'Ai Santo Sepulcro. "
The interpretation was straightforward,
but pleasing. The musicians proved themselves to be highly talented both technically and musically, as they played through
difficult sections with clarity and sensitivity. Guided by Schneider, the ensemble's
timing was ideal.
Pianist Peter Serkin, son of worldfamous pianist Rudolf Serkin, joined the
group for Bach's Concerto for Keyboard

Jean Pierre Rampal

Rampal sflute clicks with piano,
but not with the harpsichord

and Orchestra in A and the Concerto for
I

sadly, Rampal only contributed to the
harpsichord's somewhat mechanical effect.
While the harpsichord almost invariably
has a lively, vibrant quality, it also allows
for practically no dynamic variation. It is
necessary for the flute, in some way, to
make up for this inability. Too often,
Rampal did little more than parallel the
harpsichord's unalterable dynamics.
Fortunately, the marriage between Rflute
and piano was more satisfying. Chopin's
La Gait&was both lyrical and melodic:
Rampal's powerful dynamics were evident
as the flute and piano complemented one
another at counterpoint. The Debussy was
equally impressive, as the flute went on to
vividly portray both le vent d'&te, the
summer wind, and the sounds of la nuit.

JEAN-PIERRE RAMPAL
Flute Recital with John Steele Ritter,
piano and harpsichord.
Program of works by Bach, Mozart,
Chopin, Debussy, Copland, and othters.
Symphony Halt. February 22.
By ALLON G. PERCUS
LTHOUGH PREVENTED from per-

forming in January due to illness, Jean-Pierre Rampal accepted the challenge of
composers from Bach to Copland in his
rescheduled flute recital on Monday night.
The program itself was divided into two
parts. The first included pieces through the
classical period, employing John Steele
Ritter's craft as a harpsichordist, and the
second included pieces from the romantic
period and after, with Ritter as pianist.
Throughout both of these, Rampal displayed his extraordinary mastery through
his impeccably pure tone.
During the first half of the program,

Rampal has been heralded as the foremost flautist of today, and "one of the
greatest of all time." His absolutely flawless tone supported this claim. More vitality in his performance with the harpsichord might have further substantiated it.

no. 6,

provided

a nide touch nf

contrast to the program. The selection
contains a wide array of musical moods
ranging from the solemnness of the first
movement Largo affettuoso to the light,
playful Musette. The Bradenburg Ensemble effectively showed that they were capable of such versatility. Particularly noteworthy was the group's interpretation of
dynamics.
The ensemble appropriately concluded
the program with Bach's well known
Brandenburg Concerto No. 3. Once again,
the group demonstrated an excellent sense
of balance and control. The climactic performance was highlighted by crisp, precise
violin passages.
dWIBCI9·P
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The Tech Performing Arts Series presents...
r

BOSTON CHAMIBER MUSIC
SOCIETY

1

The Boston Chamber Music Society will perform Beethoven's String
Trio in E flat, Karnmersymphonie by Sch6nberg/Webern and Franck's
Piano Quintet. Sanders Theatre, Feb. 28 at 8pm. MIT price: $3.

Tickets are on sale at the Technology Community Association,
W'20-450 in the Student Center. Office bo.rs posted on the door.
Call x34885 for further information.
The Tech Performing Arts Series, a service for the entire MIT
community,from The Tech, MITs student newspaper, in conjunction
with the Technology Community Association, MITs student
community service organization.
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A new comedy by John Waters

DR.
JA/ES LOVELOCK
President of the Marine Biological Association

HA!Nopm

of the United Kingdom; Fellow of the Royal Society

Moderator: DR. PETER EAGLESON
President of the American Geophysical Union
MIT Professor of Civil Engineering

Get Back to Your Roots!

STANLEY F.BliCHTAL ROBERT SHAVE mmmeN
NEW LINE CINEIMA
PuemtTs \iomrlcno WiT
"HAIRSRAY" sn4RIC SONY' BONO R'Hll BROWN · DIVINE · DEBIE HURY
RICKI LAIKixN
JERRY STILER · int SHILAL PPReRANI n RIC OCAK leaMA ZADUA
CoaROGAtPHE EDWAl LOVE emumI nPucsES RBERT SHAYE All SlA RISHER
AlN
JOHN WAIS mmnin RACfHEL TALALAY
csno-m mss STANLEY F.BUTCHTMAL
waus\tiaT inJOHN WAIERS
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M IT charges seven with trespassing
(Continuedfrom page 1)
MIT officials maintain that the
Institute does not have a special
respoilsibility to the homeless
group. "You have got people
from the outside, who are coming and occupying an MIT
space," Suduiko said.
"We have a responsibility to
the homeless of Cambridge," Suduiko said. But that duty requires MIT to address the general
problem of homelessness, not as-

en't interested in the plight of
'rent City," said Tent City resident Paul Edwards.
The demonstrators demanded

City rent board says NIIT broke law

MIT had consciously broken
the law for a continuous period
of time, Mason charged. Because
of this, its violation was "flagrant," he said. The board

should recommend that the City
Council take the houses by eminent domain, Mason said.

Semonoff responded that the
violation was not flagrant since
MIT had not violated the law before. Further, the board will not
recommend eminent domain, she
said. "It is utterly ludicrous for
us to do so."
MIT's lawyer Scott Lewis did
not dispute the facts of the case,
but denied there had been any
violation of the law.
Bendix had recommended that
MIT renovate the three houses -

as well as a fourth building from
which one person is being evicted

classified
advertising
Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,

with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
Gamernasters Attend!
Play, examine and discuss role-playing and interactive literature games
1-3 nights per week. Topics include: system design, role-playing
skills, narration techniques, and the
future of the RPG field. Call John,
787-2831 after 7PM.

The Tech Subscription Rates: $15
one year 3ro class mail ($28 two
years); $39 one year 1st class mail
($75 two years); $44 one year foreign; $8 one year MIT Mail (2 years
$15). The Tech, W20-483; or PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139. Prepayment required.
The Wordsmith
Editring, re-writing, and ghostwriting services. Writing coach. Professional articles and theses a speciaity. References and student rates
available. Wyn Snow: 787-0615,
wsnow@media-lab. mit.edu.
Boston Area Patent Firm desires to
meet students with a strong technical background interested in pursuing careers in patent law. Candidates should have a physics,
electronics, computer science
background, or a chemical background, preferably in chemical engineering or biotechnology. Will consider fuii-time or part-time workil-o
arrangernents while candidates attend law school. If interested,
please send resume to James M.
Smith, Esq., Hamilton, Brook,
Smith & Reynolds, Two Militia
Drive, Lexington, MA 02173.
FTiPT JOBS
0400 FT $175 PTAATEEK. Flexible
hours in local company. Various positions. No experience necessary.
Call 9a.m.-Sp.m. (61 7) 396-8208.
Mr. Federico.
SUMMER JOBS!
Work as a live-in Big brother this
summer tutoring & caring for children @ $175 per week plus all living expenses and some travel. Free
training available. Call 237-0211
for more info.

SCIHOLARSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE!
Professional Service Finds
Scholarships for you.
Low Cost - Guaranteed Results
Free Info
FINANCIAL AID
RESEARCH INSTITUTE
1-800-USA-1221 ext. 7343
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to meet with Gray because Milne
and Suduiko were unwilling or
unable to make any comnpromises, Stewart said.

sume responsibility for a specific
group of people, he continued.
After the Nov. 20 arrests, Su.duiko and Walter L. Milne, assistant to the chairman of the MIT
Corporation, met several times
with representatives of the homeless. But they refused to make
any commitments, Stewart said.
And MIT had made no contact
Mike P. Niles/The'Tech
with the Tent City residents since Campus Police arrest Brian Mascotti, a disabled homeless
man, for trespassing after yesterday's demonstration
Jan. 7.
Milne and Suduiko just "wer- against MIT's treatment of "Tent City."

(Continuedfrom page 1)
John Mason, a lawyer for the
tenants, argued that MIT's purpose in not renting the houses
was to facilitate their demolition
by rendering the units uninhabitable. This would be a violation
of the original 1979 ordinance.

1-··11·11111····1IIL

- into liveable conditions. MIT
should also provide 65 rent-controlled units in its University
Park development. If MIT failed
to do so, the council should take
the houses by eminent domain,
Bendix wrote.
The board will discuss rehabilitation of the units at the next
hearing, which is scheduled for
March 9. It deferred the question

of the new rent-controlled units
in University Park to the city
council.

Harvard Epworth
United Methodist
Church
1555 Massachusetts Ave.
opposite Cambridge Common
Sunday Worship: 9 and 1 am

Aluminum cans are worth money.
Itpays to keep
America dean.
This space donated by The Tech

I

TCA
CommServ BloodDrive
HowToGAMIT
BookExchange Silkscreening
FreslhPictBook
Come to our meeting
Tues, 1 March at 7pm
in the TCA office, W20-450

JOIN US ! !

SPRING BREAK '88
NASSAU, BAHAMAS
MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA
CANCUN, MEXICO / FLORIDA
ALL-INCLUSIVE PACKAGES
AT THE BEST PRICES AVAILABLE!!!
ORGANIZE A GROUP OF 20
PEOPLE AND TRAVEL FREE!!
For information and reservations,
call:
STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES
(800) 648-4849 OR
(607) 272-6964
Summer Job Interviews
Average earnings $3100. Gain valuable experience in advertising,
sales, and public relations selling
yellow page advertising for the MIT
Telephone Directory. Travel opportunities. Expense paid training program in Chapel Hill, NC. Looking
for enthusiastic, goal-oriented students for challenging, well-paying
summer job. Sign up for interviews
with University Directories at your
career office by March 7.

Cambridge Court Apartments
Luxury one-bedroom and studio
apartments near Harvard and Central Squares. Buildings for elderly or
over 40. Includes all utilities, dishwasher, air-conditioning, wall-towall carpeting. elevators. From
$544 per month. Call 497-6220.
No fee.

Part Time Help Needed
Excellent salary. Flexible Hours
with School Schedule. Best Positions Available Now. Security, Bookkeeper. 542-0030.

Major Harvard Teaching Hospital
seeks clinical research assistant.
Summer 1988 or sooner. Position
in clinical research laboratory evaluating autonomic nervous system.
Involves patient contact; assist in
design and co-authorship of scientific studies. Contact Dr. Friedman
(617) 732-9727.

Monday, Feb. 29 and Tuesday, Mlarch
10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Deposit Required: $25
Lobby 10

]0STENS
AMERICA'S COLLEGE RING
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Frat alumni concerned
about lack of support
(Continuedfrom page 1)
ILG's need MIT's backing and
support, perhaps more now than
they ever have before," Noz
stated.
ILG advisor position
vacant since June
Several AIFC members expressed great concern that the
position of fraternity advisor, vacant since Mark Ertel left the
ODSA last June, has not been
filled.
"'The advisor is a focus for
MIT services," Maureen Delaney
'85 said. "Without this position,
MIT ILG's are left without access
to MIT administrative plans and
information, real estate and legal
advice, and inspection and
insurance support."
William J. Sweeney Jr. '55
questioned the motivations behind the delay of the MIT administration in replacing Ertel. "The
length of time this position has
remained vacant forces us [the
AIFC] to wonder what priority
MIT places upon the replacement
of Ertel," Sweeney said.
Many of the problems experienced by the ILG system during
rush could have been alleviated
had Ertel's position been
occupied, Noz claimed.
"The poor rush experienced
this fall was the first serious
warning that the ILG system is in
trouble and needs MIT support
and AIFC guidenee," Sweeney
said.
Tewhey agreed that Ertel
should have been replaced long
ago, but blamed the InterFraternity Council for the delay.
Tewhey claimed that he could not
simply place a candidate into the
position because he needed to
first obtain IFC approval. Two
candidates had already been
rejected by the IFC, Tewhey said.
r,

I
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The group also discussed the
external concerns facing the ILG
system at MIT. Delaney stated
that serious threats are presented
to Back Bay area ILGs by landhungry Boston University, the
Back Bay Association, and
discontented neighbors.
Fraternities in the Back Bay
particularly needed immediate
and intensive support from the
MIT administration, Delaney
said. "The Back Bay ILG's need
to know if MIT is backing them
in their attempts to overcome the
troubling obstacles of decreased
male enrollment, sky-rocketing
land values in the Back Bay and
continuing development. They
need to know if MIT is willing to
go to all extremes to help them
keep their lodging licenses or if
MIT envisions a different future
for the ILG system," she said.
Sweeney also addressed the issues of changing demographics
and rising costs and their effects
upon the MIT ILG system. "As
each incoming class contains
more women, we [the AIFC] have
to acknowledge that some ILG's
are going to be forced to go
coed, or go down the tubes,"
Sweeny stated. "We have to be
able to face the changing MIT
student body with a united
policy," he continued.
Another concern presented by
the AIFC task groups, according
to Noz, was the lack of interaction between the AIFC and the
IFC. The undergraduate IFC is
an important support group and
can help the AIFC maintain a
more visible role to the undergraduate population, he said.
The AIFC plans to continue its
investigation into the extent of
MIT support offered to the
ILG's, the special problems facing the ILG's and their potential
solutions, Noz stated.

-

Above fares also apply from Washington, D.C. to London, Paris and
Frankfurt on non-stop service. Add-on fares from Boston, Chicago,
Pittsburgh, Minnreapolis and many other U.S. cities are also available.

CALL OR WRIEl
FOR OUR SPECIAL FARES TO TIHE
SO. PACIFIC, AUSTRALIA SO. AME1RICA
Applications available for Eurall Youth Pass
and International Student I.D. Card.
For Reservations and Information Call:

WORLD TRA1VEL
WHIOLE
Partof the worldwide STA Travel Network
17 E. 45th St., Suite 805, New York, NY 10017
(212) 986-9470
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dvanced MNR Systems, Inc.
is the industry leader in
ultra-high-speed
magnetic resonance (MR)
Imaging.
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Our INSTASCANT M system is
capable of acquiring complete
whole-body images injust
1/30th of a second, and cardiac
MR movies at real-time rates-a
technology previously thought to
be unachievable. This will be the
foundation for a whole new generation of MR imaging systems
for medicine.
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We are expanding, and we're
looking for fast track players to
contribute innovative ideas.
Top graduates with an S.B.,
S.M., or Ph.D. in Physics, Mathematics, Electrical Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, Computer Science or related disciplines, and with outstanding
academic background or experience, are encouraged to attend
our presentation
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Nippon Motorola Limited
will be on campus
March 10, 1988.
Together we can make it happen as Nippon Motorola Ltd. offers you the
opportunity to come home to family, friends
and a brilliant future with the world leader
in microelectronic components and systems.
Right now, outstanding career opportunities
are available in our ultra-modern Tokyo
facilities, Aizu Wakamatsu, and the new
factory of the future in Sendai. Summer
internships in the States are also available.
If you are a recent college graduate with
Japanese citizenry, or if you're a permanent
resident of Japan with an interest in working
back homre, there's a position waiting for you
in one of the following areas.
Design, Device & Manufacturing
Engineering
e Software Design Development
o Programming/Systems Analysis

• Accountinlg/Financial Analysis
* Production Control
• Human Resources
For more information, stop by your international Student Affairs Center, Career
Service.s/Placement Office or call COLLECT
(602) 994-6394. Or write us at: Manager of
International Staffing, Nippon Motorola
Limited, P.O. Box 2953, Phoenix, AZ 85062,
Mail Drop EC.702. We are an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

I

Advanced
NMR
Systems, Inc.

Advanced electronics
for a more productive world.

30 Sonar Drive
Wobumrn, Massachusetts O1801

NIPPON MOTOROLA LTD.

(617) 938-6046

'Imagine the career you want. In the country you love. Japan.
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TEAM COMPOSITION

The first annual Johnson
Games will be held on April
23, from 11:00 am to
3:00 pm on the west campus.
The Games, held in conjunction with a series of events
surrounding the naming of
the Athletics Center in honor
of Howard W. Johnson,
MIT's twelfth president, are
about the spirit of friendship
and coming together, the joy
of good-natured competition,
and the value of team spirit
and effort. They will be
comprised of a combination
of physical and mental activities for teams from across
the community. Specific
events will not be announced
until the day of the Games,
but team spirit and effort,
not just athletic prowess, will
be weighed heavily in the
judges' scoring.

·

Each team can have a maximum
of 30 participating members
(plus an unlimited number of
honorary members, supporters,
and groupies).

®

Each team should be roughly
50/50 male and female, with a
minimum of 40% males and
40% females.

·

There should be a minimum of
40% students on each team and
a minimum of 30% faculty or
staff.

e

In order to assure that people of
all ages take part in the games,
the average team age must be at

least 30 years.
a

At least one-third of the active
participants must be from the
named core or sponsoring
group.

Exampies of core groups:
student living groups; academic
departments, Schools, or labs;
administrative departments such
as Financial Operations or
Physical Plant; student intramural activities, or clubs; and ad
hoc, high-spirited groups as
approved by the Games
Committee.

Each team, while formed
around a core group such as
a house, department, or
activity, nust include a
certain proportion of students and of faculty or staff,
and must be roughly 50/50
male/female. Details can be
found at right.

®
Ph6otograph by Dov Isaacs '71

Each team must designate a
captain, who will be the contact
person for the Games organizers
and who will be responsible for
organizing, inspiring, and communicating with the team before
and after the games.

Registration forms are available in the Information Center (room 7-121), the equipment desk in DuPont Athletic Center (W32), and in Lobby 10 on March 7, 8, 10, 11,
14-18, and 21-25, from 10:00 am - 4:00 pm. Completed forms can be left at these
locations or mailed to the Games Committee, room 4-237. All teams must be registered by March 25.
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McBay concerned by
porn poalicy revisions
(Continuedfrom page 2)
explicit films.
The present debate over the
pornography policy was sparked
by the showing of Deep Throat
in East Campus' Talbot lounge
last February by Adam L.
Dershowitz '89. Dershowitz was
charged before the Committee on
Discipline with violating the policy, but the charges were dismissed by the COD which labelled the present pornography
policy too restrictive.
A new structured pornography
policy could be a step folrward,
McBay said. The details of the
policy, its implementation, and
channels for complaints would
have to be worked out by the
Academic Council, McBay
added.
Several faculty members have
argued that no policy is necessary. Frieden acknowledged their
concerns, but said "censorship of
any kind is probably not good
but some amount of compromise
has to be made to regulate
things."
No agreement in UA
"I highly encourage student input on the issue and hope that
productive discussions shall be
directed by the UA [Undergraduate Association] and GSC
[Graduate Student Council] to
inform us on students opinions,"
Frieden said.
There was no agreement at the

UA Council meeting on how the
UA should respond to the FPC's
report. Bill McGrath '89, student
member on the FPC, stressed
how critical it was to maintain
some sort of control of "pornographic material" on campus.
"Originally, I wasn't sold on
the idea that a policy was necessary," McGrath said. "However
when I discovered that 20 percent
of college women and eight to
nine percent of college men have
been sexually abused as children,
I discovered how important it
was to come up with something,"
he said.
One UA member asked why
IMIT could not simply follow
community standards such as
those that are in effect in Cambridge. "These standards apply
to obscenity and not pornography. Legally they are distinct
things," McGrath replied.
Dershowitz remarked that pornography comes down to "what
is offensive to me." He argued
that "having randomly selected
individuals censoring the right to
speech on what they subjectively
find to be offensive would not
work."
One member of the forum
brought up the point that there
cannot be an infinite number of
committees screening racist films,
violent films and anything that
may be considered offensive. Discussion was eventually postponed
until the next UA meeting.

Join the fight against illiteracy by calling toll-free
1-800-228 3.

U}Cahtion for Literacy

Volunteer Against Illiteracy.
The only degree you need
is a degree of caring.
I_
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THE MASSACHUSETTS BETA CHAPTER OF TAU BETA PI
WELCOM1ES ITS NEWLY INITIATED MEMBERS:
Karim Abdalla
Salman Akhtar
John Allen
Mark Andersson
Paula Aqui
Todd Barber
Tina Berceli
Michael Berube
James Bevilacqua
Michael Carlson
James Casamento
Hei Wai Chan
Eric Chang
Mathews Cherian
Shiufun Cheung
Mark Coiley
Diane Dimassa
James Donovan
Elliot Douglas
Robert Duis
Maged Elmenshawy
Johnl Elsbree
John Erickson
Michael Ernst
Giancarlo Filippazzo
George Garrett
Jeffery Gealow
Scott Geels
Michael Gobler
Kenneth Goodson
Helen Han
I Lee Hetherington
Paul Hillner
Carina Hofer
Karin Hollerbach
Alfred Hou

Henry Houh
George Hu
Peter Huang
Susan Huang
Tristram Hyde V
Shari Jackson
Stephen Kim
Illy King
Weng Yew Ko
Peter Kofinas
Ronald Koo
Mark Kordos
Neal Lackritz
Hemanshu Lakhani
Tu-Kien Lam
Avinash Lele
Mark Levine
Debra Lew
Kevin Li
Mark Lillibridge
Amy Lim
Mark Lubratt
Jennifer Lund
Stephen Malinak
Ted Manning
Stephen Manz
Andre McFayden
Bruce Mihura
David Miller
Paul Moncevicz Jr.
Rebecca Munroe
Edward Nakamoto
Kenney Ng
Annabel Nickles
Jason Nieh
John Ofori-Tenkorang

CONGRATULATIONS

Michael Orkisz
Alexandria Page
George Pappas
Van Pham
Stephen Ponzio
Lisa Porter
James Powers
Jeffery Pribble
Livia Racz
Malini Ramaswamny
Chris Rehmann
Karim Roshd
Yakov Royter
Michael Russell
Salma Saeed
Suchat Saelim
Grant Schaffner
Natarajan Seshan
Sunpitt Sethpornporng
Andrew Shaw
Sean Sheeran
David Silldorff
Henry Stavisky
Michael
Steinhoff
0.Suan .tr-n
anc'n

Kamala Sundaram
Andrew Tomkins
Sean Trowbridge
Julie Tsai
Raymond Veith
Mary Beth Wall
Feei Wang
James Weygandt
Joyce Wong
Taylen Wong
Cynara Wu

i
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ff yoU are . .
® creative
· highly self-motivated
® people-oriented
andr wrnt to explore a uniquge opportunity o. ..
· develop leading-edge information systems technology
e educate key executives from Fort:une 1000 companies
® build new businesses predicated on strategic computing
and commutnications techniques
· interact with top level executives from major organizations which
are developing new strategies through the use of technologies
· choose from a wide range of projects and career paths
speak with us at the

Cambriidge Institute for Information SIystems
located adjacent
to the MIT Campus

Thursday, March 3, 1988
Transportation

will be provided from
Northeasterrn Harvard, Wellesley and MIT student residences

1:1 5 Presentation:
"Winners
and Losers: The Role of Advanced Technologies'
John J. Donovan, Chairman, Cambridge Institute
Associate Professor on-leave, MIIT
3:00 Meet with Cambridge institute staff members
Refreshments
Discuss opportunities with recentf graduates who have chos@en a qcareer wit
the Cambridge Institute includindg:
David Adams
MIT '86

Matt Kaplan
MIT '87

Stephen Genn
MIT '86

Joseph Shinn
MIT '87

Bruce Bigby
MIT '87

Carl Giallombardo
MIT '82

Howard Kolodny
MIT '83

Allan Shaheen
Harvard '85

Joyce Chung
MIT '85

Bill Hughes
Harvard '86

Jim Markewicz
MIT '85

Peter Sterpe
MIT '85

Linda Chow

Susan Ng
Northeastern ' 87

Tina Sabin
Wellesley '86

Hope Zhang
Wellesley '86

Wellesley '85

RSVP 876-2338
Pauline Nadeau
Wellesley '8 5
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PC & TERMINAL RENTALS
Lowest rental rates in Boston
Additional 5% student discount on any
computer rental of one monthtor
longer with this ad

CALL NOW. Limited Inventory
THE TERMINAIL EXCHANGE
731-6319
-·
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Attention Seniors!
Consider being an
MIT Admissions Counselor
_. us
-1 _dxiiiu,
sios
is now accept-Ig applis -rOfUICe
O011
].' 1
II;~
13
:1Z
g;t cL,a,
btul,11_ tLVL
the position of Admissions Counselor. This is a one year
full-time position starting in July, 1988 (some flexibility is
possible). Duties will include:
lie

the

I1L3ris13

e
·
·
·

Conducting information sessions for visitors
Interviewing prospective students
Recruitment travel around the U.S.
Coordinating MIT student involvement in the
Admissions Office
® Evaluating applications
e Participating in admissions committee decisions

L

The position is open to students graduating in January or
June, 1988. Applications are available from Jane
Alexander in the Admissions office (3-108) and should be
returned not later than February 29, 1988.
i
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Men's gymnastics defeats CCNY
The still rings started out the
second half of the meet; it is an
event in which MIT shows consistency through all positions. This
reputation held true as MIT increased its lead by another three
and a half points. CCNY hoped
to regain momentum on the high
bar, but MIT clearly dominated
the event. Many CCNY gymnasts
attempted difficult moves without
success. Another big letdown was
that one of the high bar competitors for CCNY hurt his shoulder
and could not compete. The biggest highlight of this event for
MIT was when co-captain
Norman Chen '88 performed a
Veronin, a difficult release move
in which the gymnast flies over
the bar, switches direction, and
recatches on the other side.
At this point in the competition, the MIT team knew it was
on its way to a strong finish. The
last event would be parallel bars,
and MIT wanted to score at least
30 points to give it a strong qualifying score for postseason competion. This turned out to be the
case as MIT scored 31.2 points.
MIT had its largest event difference over CCNY on this event.
When the scores were added
up MIT had beaten CCNY by a
score of 191.8 to 168.9. But West
Point and Courtland each scored
in the mid-200s.
In actuality, MIT was not really trying to win the meet so much
as obtain a qualifying score for
postseason competion. This was
indeed the correct philosophy, because the team was informed this
week that it currently is in a
qualifying position for national
competition. The MIT gymnasts
'-ope to maintain this position by
coring well at their last meet at
he University of Vermont this
tpcoming Saturday.
Editor's note: Tim Holt '90 is a
,nember of the MIT men's
gymnastics team.)
I ~~~ ~ ~

competed on another event. MIT
and CCNY were paired up as
were West Point and Cortland.
The meet started for MIT and
CCNY on pommel horse. Most
of the MIT gymnasts had consistent routines, giving MIT a slight
edge over CCNY after this event.
MIT gymnasts produced excellent routines on floor exercise. In
particular, Mark Malonson '89
scored a career high 8.35. CCNY
also had many good routines, but
MIT won the event by almost
four points. The last event for
the first half of the meet for MIT
and CCNY was vaulting. Most of
the vaults from both teams
brought high scores, but MIT
again won the event. co-captain
Eric Reifschneider '89 had an superb vault, with a team high
score of 8.25.

By Tim Holt
The MIT men's gymnastics
team, after a poor performance
against the University of Massachusetts, regained its confidence
at a four-team meet at West
Point, NY, this past Saturday. Although it lost to the US Military
Academy and Courtland College,
the MIT team performed well enough to keep its hopes of postseason competition alive, defeating the City College of New
York.
The MIT team went in to the
meet determined not to be overwhelmed by West Point and
Cortland, two teams that consistently score 50 to 60 points
higher than MIT.
Since there were four teams
competing, two teams competed
on one event while the other two
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Lisette W. Lambregts/The Tech

Diane DiMassa '88 shoots over the head of her
Wheaton opponent. The Engineers lost 55-40.
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David M. Watson/The Tech

Dave Deflagrotte '90 puts the ball up for an easy basket in Wednesday's game vs. Emerson. MIT won 8770.
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Skater Goldman sets
new American record
(Continued from page 1)
the 120 skiers who started, 70 finished the event, which was won
by the Italian Alberto Tomba.
Photiades' times were 1:23.17
and 1:20.45.
Photiades said the course was
covered with hard-packed artificial snow "so its hard to get a

I

grip." He said the conditions
were "quite difficult." "I was a bit
careful today," Photiades said.
"Because I fell in the super-g [suI had to go

per giant slalom] ...

a bit safe."
Photiades hoped to perform
better in Saturday's slalom,
which he said was his best event.
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at the Student Center will be open on
SATURDAYS from l am- Gpmn serving, sande-

* Come inand register now
thru 2/28/88 to win a microwav
and a grandfather clockl*

wiches, salads, hot dogs. artl IMORE.

* Try your luck! Spin wheel
for free eye exams, eyeglasses,
sunglasses, giftl certificates

rLweeknd rve
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Be there
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AN EYE OPENING
ANNIVERSARY
SALE!I

Fridays at noon

Drop by Sunday at 4
and talk to Peter,
Harold, or Kyle.
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·Do Torah and Chocolate

Sportsu
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* Free trial of colored contact
lenses. Change your "Brown'

-

* Free Balloons & Refreshmentsl

No purchase necessary.

weekend service at
500 Memorial Drive will
b&ALA CARTE service.

'

A pair of eyeglasses or contact lenses

500 on the weekendswill
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HAVE A GREAT WEEKEND!
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PEAL
vision

GOODTHRU
2/28/08.

center

VALID ONLY AT TWIN CITY PLAZA.
----------------

-----------------

-----------------
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Eyeglasses include frames and prescription
lenses. Must bepresented at time oforder Pe
applicable to pror sales. One coupon per
customer Not vald with any other discounts
Minimum purchase $75

,

--THRU 2/28/8S.
GOOD

-----------------
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Merchandice'
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Hwy.

* RI.28N tum at McDonad's
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P....aza
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OFF

*

commons service at

Hours: Mon-Fri 9:00-8:00
Sal 9:00-5:00 Surn 12:00-5:00
Eye exams available from
independent doctors of
Optometry.
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